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PREFACE

Certification is the procedure which provides the possibility of making certain that any
aircraft , whether civil or military, has an acceptable safety level for a given future utilization.
For metallic structures, it is expressed as a set of rules which, from experience, it has been
possible to transform into numerical specifications.

Composite materials, the advent of which is too recent for calculated data yet to be
generalised, do however offer a number of very specific characteristics which are quite often
rather imperfectly understood.

Consequently, the four papers which are included in this Report do not claim to provide
certification principles in the form of regulations. For the time being, they describe various
conservative approaches which, through experimental programmes which are often most
impressive, have retained two simultaneous major objectives:
I firstly, to fly a certain number of high performance aircraft structures, without major

risk .
2 - - to accumulate experimental and technical data which will help to define general safety

factors , defect tolerances, propagation criteria and critical thresholds so as to have
available a set of rules limiting and describing accurately the necessary physical checks
and testing.

It is, indeed, important to draw attention, as the authors do, to the fact that transposition
of experience gained on metallic aircra ft certification is defective on several points, notably:

The fatigue concept, considered as the accumulation of mechanical stresses , is complicated
in the present case by the effect of humidity and, even for subsonic flight, by the effect
of temperature. Consequently, it is not possible to accelerate structural fatigue testing.
These tests can be conducted only in real time.
Analysis of the failure process of composites is so little advanced that certification can
be achieved only when the success of a complete structural assembly test is recorded.
A reinforcement deemed necessary cannot be justified by a mere design calculation, as
it is for metallic materials. However imperfect are the rules (Miner, for example) by
which life duration can be assessed , they have, at present , no equivalents applicable to
composite materials.
The efficiency and behaviour of repairs can be treated at present only by specific tests.

The development of non-destructive testing and, notably, of simple procedures applicable
to in-service structures seems to be absolutely necessary in order to avoid the cost of periodic
inspections of composite structures becoming a deterrent factor.

Although they may be conservative, the approaches described herein evidence an
optimism already supported by significant demonstrations. It may be anticipated that ,
once the advantages provided by structural weight savings, together with performance increases,
have been confirmed, composite materials will also claim their place, above all from safety
aspects.

GEORGES JUBE
Chairman, Sub-Committee on Composite
Materials
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U. S. NAVY CEBTIFICATION OF CO~~OSITE WINGS FOR THE r—18
AND ADVANCED HARRIER AIRCRAFT

by

Robert A. Weinberger
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Allan H . Somoroff
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ABSTRACT

The Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) anticipates that graphite/epoxy composites will be use~1 in the
wings of production aircraft of the Model F—18 and AV—8B Advanced Harrier aircraft. The F—l8 wing will
utilize composite , full span , upper and lower skins. The AV—83 wing will incorporate composite sine wave
substructure as well as full span upper and lower skins. This paper describes the criteria which presently
determine the permissible use of composites in production aircraft and the adaptation of an existing frame-
work of aircraft certification practices to the special characteristics of composites. Factors involving
the scheduling of full—scale static and fatigue tests and their effect on the use of composites are dis-
cussed. Static and fatigue design and test loads are described. Small and large scale element testing is
covered. Some of the structural design problems and load/strain criteria are described. Typical pro-
cedures governing the development and interpretation of design data, laboratory and flight tests are ex—
plained.1,..5’t~e authors wish to acknowledge the important contribution of L. F. Impellizzeri from McDonnell
Douglas oration to the F—l8 information presented in this paper.

INTRODUCT ION

NAVAIR is in the process of procur ing two new fighter aircraft. The F—l8 is a derivative of the YF-
17A, designed by Northrop Corporation, as the prototype of a light weight fi ghter. The F— 18 aircraft , for
which McDonnell Douglas Corporation is the prime contractor with Northrop as principal subcontractor , is
a further development for use by the Navy and the Marine Corps and features the capability for operation
aboard aircraft carriers. The F— 18 includes many technolog ical advances , among which is the use of
graphite/epoxy for wing skins , empennag e , speed brake , leading edge extension , and miscellaneous doors
as shown in Figure 1. About 10 percent by weight of the structure is graphite/epoxy , providing a sub-
stantial weight savings.

The AV—BB Harrier is an advanced develo~snent , by McDonnell Douglas and Hawker Siddeley , of the basic
AV—BA including a new supercritical airfoil wing and other features but retaining , insofar as possible ,
the existing fuselage. Graphite/epoxy is again used for the wing torque box skins and also for most of
the wing substructure as shown in Figure 2. The flap, slot door , aileron , outr igger fairing , and over—
wing fairing also utilize graphite/epoxy . About 70 percent of the wing weight (15% of the aircraft
structural weight) is graphite/epoxy resulting in a projected wing weight saving of 20 percent. At
the time of this writing , consideration was also being given to the use of graphite/epoxy for the for-
ward fuselage skin, in certain aircraft configurations.

The F— l 8 and AV—8B airplanes are production aircraft  being developed for service operations and not
as experimental vehicles for development of composites . The airplane programs are pragmatic with the
usual concerns for timeliness , cost , perf ormance , and quality . The solution to problems is approached
from an open—minded engineering viewpoint . The structural design requirements are specified in terms of
the MIL—A—8860 series of specifications and apply equally to composites and metal. In compliance with
the se requirement., the evolving development program for composites is planned as described in the paper
and is only partially accomplished as of this date.

This paper discusses the basic criteria which determin, the locations and condition, in which the
use of composite. is considered permissible and the design and qualification procedures used by NAVAIR
to verify the structural adequacy of the F—i8 and AV—BB composite structure..

POLI CY ON THE USE 0? C0MPC~ IT~~

?roa the Start , there has been a recognition of the risk involved in the use of composite material.
in primary structure of a production airplane. However , the large number of developsent components
manufactured and tested by the U. 8. military , NASA, and industry , as veil as the successful production
empenn age application. on the F—14, ?— 15, and now on the i”—i6, have provided the confidence that a
successful larg. production run of major composite component, could be undertaken if certain prudent
precautionary measures were taken. Because of the concern at many levels within  the Department of
Defensi about using composite materials and the impact of this concern on authorizing procurement of



airplanes which are lar-~ely dependent on composites , it appeared that assuring the adequacy of composite
struc ture and thus the airplane program , required a fallback plan to salvage the project if composites
were t . cause a major development problem .

NAVAIR proposed and the procurement specifications required that all applications of compo site
structures be such that the struc ture can be inspected from both sides , be repairable , and be repiso.-—
able. The principal result I this policy was that wing skins would have to be installed with mechanical
fasteners rather than bonded to internal structure as has sometimes been proposed. Secondly, the policy
precludes the general applications at present to structures such as fuselage bulkheads which are buried
or hidden. As the design of the two airplanes progressed , this policy has been interpreted liberally
where there have been difficult design decisions to be made , but the intent of the basic policy has been
adhered to.

One of the considerations in the use of composites was the assurance of a fallback plan in the event
of’ a catastrophic failure situation during development . Such a situation might prohibit flight or migh t
even require the development of a substitute component , in either case , causing delays which would surely
jeopardize the ccntinuance of the basic airplane development program , not to mention the huge dollar ex-
penditure which would ensue . In the case of the F_ll4A airplane , which features a boron/epoxy aluminum—
honeyc~mb horizontal stabilizer , the specifications required early development and laboratory test of o
composite stabilizer to allow time for development of a conventional metal component , if necessary, without
impacting the airplane schedule. In other words, a faliback aluminum or titanium tail was in the basic
requirement . The boron stabilizer was successful with no apparent difficulties to date , which precluded
the need for a metal faliback and added to the confidence for going ahead with composite wings. The
requiremert for a stand—by or fallback metal structure has changed into the current philosophy of allowing
time for recovery from a major , premature failure in tests , which permits a re—test as required so as not
to impact the total airplane schedule , particularly the date of first flight whi ch is always a signif i-
cant milestone.

In the case of the Harrier wing , the composite program started as part of a general technology develop—
nent program of many composite components for many milita~y aircraf t , unassociated with any production
airplane program. However , the advanced Harrier airplane program was being initiated and was contemplated
to be cc.n~tructed with a composite wing . Therefore NAVAIR decided that so far as practical , the technology
development wing be built in a production configuration including provisions for all of the clips , brackets,
and hiles which would appear in production. The early schedule of this development program precedes by
several years the schedule of tests which would be required for a conventional wing in a normal production
program . This development program includes all of the element , subcomponent and ful l—scale wing torque
box testing and will be commented on later in this paper. Similarly, the F—l8 airplane schedule, also
alo~ws the necessary tim e for a recovery from a major failure during development tests.

In summary then , the use of composites is limited in application and in scheduling such that aircraft
programs cannot be trapped into a situation from which there is no recovery during development or service
use. There have not been and, with the schedule allowances , there should not be holdups to the develop-
ment schedule because of major errors in the design or composite structure . For fleet applications in
production aircraft, the components are all inspectable, repairable , and replaceable should there occur
soc unforeseen phenomenon which would gravely affect the structural integrity of the composite structure.

R :lK ASSESS~~ NT

At all levels within the administrative chain of approval for these two airplane projects. including
the top levels of the Department of Defense , there have been questions concerning the loss of strength
from moisture absorption , high temperature effects, galvanic corrosion of aluminum, lightning protection ,
fatigue life , and so on , all of which bear on the risks associated with composites . The development
program has procedures to cope with these questions and are discussed in greater detail later in the
paper.

For both of these wings, the maximum design strain level has been kept by McDonnell to about 14000
to 5000 ii inches/inch. Comparison of laminate failure strains with wing cover design strain levels shows
that there is an adequate margin of safety for the deleterious effects of elevated temperature and
moist ire abi~orption for the P—l8 and Harrier service environments. For the F—l8 , the maximum temperature
in the win g box does not exceed 220°F and for the AV—8B , the speed—altitude envelope does not pose an
elevated temperature problem. Thus , thf loss of strength from moisture absorption and temperature can
be accommodated because of the working strain level in the composites . The design strain levels that
have been developed to accommodate fastener holes also serve to provide an inherent damage tolerant
structure.

DEVELOPMENT TESTS

Both programs include the following procedures typical of the development of any production airplane .

(1) Tests of small  elementi to determine al lowable loads. These test, are performed with lay—ups
typical of the structures, including holes. These tests include effects  of moisture and temperature and
other considerations.

(2) Subcomponent tests of detail design features , some of which are performed in deleterious environ-
ment.

(3) Large elements, such as “ox beams.

(
~

) Pre—production component..

(5 ) Pull scale , total airplane , static and fatigue tests to failure.

— _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - 
- -
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Rega r d ing  fa tigue , in conf’ rr ui ,’ ~q i t h  NAVAIR p rac t ice , b th airplanes are designed t’or a minimum
of’ two lifetime s of a severe spe t rur r .  i sever, ’ loads.  The design and test spectra lri ”lude positive
and negative loads applied on a flight by flight basis. The requirement is 6ooo hours times the scatter
f a ct or  of 2.0. The specifications however requi re tect ing to a scatt’r factor of’ 1.0, if attainabLe ,
to assure determination of’ the mode of failure .

INTERPRETATION AND EVALUATION OF TEST RESULTh

The full scale certificati-,n tests of composite struotur~’s are meaningful in confirming ‘he adequacy
Cf a ctructural design in so far as the full scale tests can be related to design all w,ibles arid develop-
ment test results in a way that will allow the effects of material property scatter and severe environ-
mental c ’ncIitions ti be included in the assessment of structural adequacy . In the ocr ’ ific atlon uf’ a
et ructure , each test fai lure is analyzed to determine the cause , impl I cat ions and the n e ce s s i t y  f
corrective actions , If any . In the certification practices evolving for composite c nstruction , eval ia—
l i o n  if full scale test results  w i l l  rest not only upon fa i lu re analyses but also m or e  generally will
depend upon compa r i sons  f experimental strain measurements on the full scale structure , predicte f strains ,
design ail vables and design development test results. The purpose of these evaluations is , of course ,
t: ierr~nstrate with high rr>babil ity th,t strength , rigidity, damage tolerance and durability design
requlrertents are r~et in metal con - P r u t  i i as well as composites.

Arr ing the fact rs which demand si-e”ial consideration in the certification of composite strictures
are the variability of rateria~ properties and degradation due to temperature and moisture . Generally
it is planned that element and component tests w i l l  be relied upon to account for these factors. Thus
in ‘he composite certification process , design ailowables and development test results will seove not n1y
their traditional role in design development but W il l also provide for interpretation of foil scale teat
e5u~ ts. Des ign i’~ -wab es and design development test data will be evaluated to predict the failure

mode and quar tit it lee prcperty changes 1 environmental degradation in various laminates and geometric
detrL.s .

Design sllowabies for laminate strength properties are being derived as shown schemati ally in
Fi~ re 3. Sufficient replicate tests are conducted to establish the_distribution I’ (c) of strength
pr rerties for a baseline condition. From these data , a mean value and design allowable C’b fo r
the raseiir. e condition are statistically determined.

A redu ’~ I n t ’aber f specimens are tested for combined temperature—moisture environmental condi-
tions so that a mean value 7’e can be established for each of’ these coalitions. The design allowable

f r  a giver environmental condition is established by reducing the baseline allowable C0b by
the difference I: the srean strength values of the baseline and the given environmental conditi on ;
that ~~~~ C’l — (Cb — T’e). An assumption implicit in this procedure, of course , is the similarity
of p p0l ation distributions of the baseline and environmental conditions. Add itional tests will be
c,nlucted ti establish , for selected conditions , the utility of this assumption.

As presently planned, fu l l  scale test articles may not be environmentally preconditi~ ned to a
specified state although the possibility of doing so with an F—lS wing is under study . However ,
see~ tro n of critical full scale test conditions and evaluation of results will be based upon con—
si-l erst i r . of potential failure modes and quantitative “compensation ” or “Knockdown” fact ~rs de-
rived fr;rri the environmentally compensated design allovables and development test results.

The actual failure load for a full scale structure will be required to exceed the 150% design
limi t . otd value by a compensation factor dependent on failure location , failure mode , metal or com-
posite , environmental test condition and material variability. Additionally, at 150% design l i m i t  load
all otrains measured (and so far as practicable analytically extrapolated to other locations on the
structure) must n t  exceed allowable strain levels , C’ developed for the worst expected load—environ-
mental degradation c’omninations . Figure ii schematical’y depicts strain versus applisd load at one of
many i’ ations on the structure , not necessarily the failure location. In accordance with above require-
ments, a strain—load response along the 0—I path would be acceptable whereas , a resp~ nse along the path
0—Il would not be acepetable even though the actual failure load at II is equal to that at I. The
response along the path 0—Il would not be acceptable because this response indicates that exyecte-r
weaker members of’ the population would n :-t have sustained 150% of design limit load f r  the r ust severe
environmental o r i l i t i n.

I NTRODUCT I ON TO F- ~8 AND AV-SB DEV~~OPMENT TEST PROGRA1.E

The remain icr if this paper will deal with the specific aspects of the composite wing development
programs for both the F—l8 and the AV—8a. Because of the similarities in the develop~sent processes
a me duplication of material  will be presented. Hopefully, this will help to convey the systematic
manner in which such programs are conducted , the adherence to the aforementioned policy in the use of
compos ites , the orderly development of design allowables using only representative laminate structure
as used in the aircraft , the manner in which the influence of environment is accounted for, and the use
of subcomponent test specimens for design development leading up to the full scale airframe ground and
flight test programs.

This paper covers the scope of the many parameters investigated in depth to assure the satis-
factory use of composite materials. Discussion in detail is beyond the intent of this publication.
Theref ore , only the most question able and significant problem , — that of the effects of moisture and
temperature — , i. discussed with a little detail.
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l E SCRIrrI ON OF F - I L 1  C0~S u l I i E i .

The F—l8 uses graphite/epoxy in applications for the wing skins , leading edge extension , trailing
edge flap , rudder , horic- r;tal tib ili zer , and vertical fin. The stabitator , rudder , and speed brake
ar e ful l i e t t h  hi io y omb . The w i n g  t r q o 1 -s  substructure is metal.

The w i n g  is t h i n  s r i  m u t  c a r r y  h i g h  1 - s i  i n ten s i t i e s .  I ts  p l an f cr r n  is sh wa in Figure 5.  S t e
t o t  the w i n g  is ri t continu ic t i ’ ugh the fuselage but is ins tead  a t tach ed  by t i t a n i u m  f i t t i n g s  to the

elage carry—thr -ugh structure. This requires that the loads be distributed from the kins of a t h i n
wing into 3 logs , top a x-i b t to m , creating very high Load intensities indeed. A cross section of the win g
thr’ugh the center logs is shown in Figure 6. To save weight and also t- preserve fuel voluxre stepped
titan i um fitting s , bonded t o  the skit  at the wing ro t, are used. The p r i n c i p l e  of ’ in spec t ab il i t y  is
ret ii r e m  since the entire skin is removable for inspection or both sides f the f i t t in g . S imi la r  sp l i ce
f i ’ t i n g s  at the s t ab i l iz e r  root ends of’ the F—il and F—l S a i r c r a f t  have n - t shown any de te r io ra t ion  af te r
l i v e  or s i x  years of’ service. The F— iS  wing run t  s t e p — l a p  bonded j o i n t  c r i f igu r a t i o n  deve l opmen t  has been
tes ted  with a~ pr x 1mate ly 150 specimens ti date t evaluate d i f f e r e n t  ad.hesives, t determine the impact
cf va r i a t ion s  it cure cycle t ime and temperatur e , and the e f f e c t s  of manufac tu r ing  anomalies , to demon-
st r a t e  the st a t i c  and fa t igue s t reng th  i f  the wing  r o t  connec t i on , and f i na l ly  to op t imize  its gt rretry .

E:cR:PT:oN OF AV—8 B OO~~OSITES

The AV—8B Harrier uses graphite/epoxy in applications for the wing skins , the wing t rque box sub-
structure , flap, slot d o r , ailer n , outrigger fairing, and overwing fairing. The advanced Harrier wing
pictured in Figure 7 is continuous from tip to tip and attaches t the fuselage at six points as in the
crigi n s AV—8A H a r r i e r .  There are three pylon stat ions on each wing . The two inboard stations carry
external fuel tanks. The composite torque box is a multi—spar , monolithic cover design. There are eight
sire wave composite spars in the main torque box. Figure 8 shows the sine wave front spar design which
is fabricated with wi /er graphite/epoxy cloth. The upper and lower wing covers are simple one piece
monolithic laminates extending from wing tip to wing tip. The entire torque box structure is assembled
primarily with titanium fasteners. Approximately 80% of the torque box span serves as an integral fuel
tank. Sealing is accomplished around the tank periphery by injecting a compound into a channel groove
incorporated into the composite spar caps. Figure 9 shows a cut—away view of the assembled torque box.
The high load intensities which require stepped titantium fittings on the F—18 at the wing root do not
exist on the Harrier except at the wing root re—entrant corner. A proposed redesign is in process to
reduce load intensities and to eliminate the stepped fitting .

At the present time , t he r e are no other applications of high strength composites on the Harrier.
Basically , this is to preserve as much as possible of the AV—8A fuselage and tail structure . However ,
there is under consideration a major change to the forward fuselage geometry . For this change, the use
of composite external skins is under study .

F-l8 STRUCTURAL TEST PROGRAI4S

Numerous element and small component tests are being performed during the F—lB design phase.
Figure 10 shows that a small part of these will be continuing through drawing release. The major con-
siderations evaluated by testing small element specimens and the status of that test program are out-
lined in Figure 11.

The basic approach being used to size the F—18 wing skins is to establish design allowables in tension
and compression at room temperature from small test specimens with typical fastener holes. All of these
tests are conducted on a number of d i f ferent  layups covering the range of laminates that will be used.
The test results are then reduced when necessary based on additional tests evaluating environmental and
temperature effects , f astener bear ing stresses , off—axis and biaxial loading, etc.

One of the more important questions in composite structure design is the effect of moisture and tempera-
t ure n laminate strength.  Figure 12 shows test results for a 18 ply laminate of AS/35O1—6 in a 12/50/8
layup — 12 percent zero degree plies , 50 percent plus or minus forty—five degree plies , and 8 percent ninety
legree plies. The data indicate that the critical design condition is wet and hot for compression and dry
aol cold for tension . The airplane is being designed to withstand 150 percent of design limit load for these
extreme ccnditions . The highest temperature for the F—18 wing skins is about 220°F and the lowest tempera-
ture is about _650F. The moisture absorbed by the specimens illustrated in Figure 12 was 0.6 percent by
weight. This corresponds to the maximum amount of moisture that is expected to be absorbed in the thinnest
section of the F—l8 wing skins during deployment in highly humid zones including the effect of thermal spikes
t 220°p~

Additional significant test results that have been generated to date are listed in Figure 13. In
pa r t i c u l a r, a total  of 135 specimens were tested to evaluate the effects  of compression dominated fat igue
Cr AS/350 1—6. The variables tested included moisture content , different layups, loeded and unloaded
t ie s , and cyclic loading rate. The fatigue tests of these specimens were conducted to 21,000 hours of
the F-18 flight—by—flight fatigue spectrum simulating upper wing skin stress excursions. None of the
specimens failed in fatigue. The residual strengths of the specimens were determined after 21,000 spec-
trum hours. Maximum strength reduction was 15%. Specimens with moisture contents of from 0.6% to 1.5%
exhibited no static strength reduction due to fatigue cycling . Residual strengths were als unaffected by
variations in cyclic loading rate from 2 per minute to 9.1 cpa .

Element tests have also been conducted to evaluate the effects of ply stacking sequence , inter ference
fit fasteners , fastener hole i cation geometry , and the propping benefit of installed fastenerB in a
graphite/epoxy laminate under compression loading. The conclusions from these tests are listed in Figure 13.

As a result f all the element specimens tested t i  date , design stresses at ultimate load are
selected •t about 50,000 psi in both tension and compression for a 16/50/I layup which is the baseline
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sele te l for the F—IS wing skins f r spanwise loading . Pi t t a modulus of ab ut io mliii - n , this con rerts
t- 5000 U in 1 ir . Areas near the leading and trailing ‘-Ig ’ wiero large chc,r Iwise loads are intrcrduce I
have a higher percentage - f ninety degree plies. The stress quoted above is restricte -i to z- - r e -  f
very lcw fastener bearing stresses. Design all- wables are r ’- Iwo I by the ratio of increasing stress
concentration factor in zones of high fastener l a d  transfer.

Ole detai l design development test articles cl wn In fig ~re 11 ropre sent the r ”x t  st il up from
element tests to evaluate critica l l ati ns n the wing. Ii. upper and 1- -wer c’- ver panel test speci—
rserrs wi ll be used t evaluate load dist ril t ions around relati ve Ly large cut— °uts. The resu lto should
indicate how well the analytical techn iques can predict i -ad gradient s and failure stresses. Opecific
spl ice designs will be verified by test articles simulating the root , leading and trailing edges , an-i
the pyl -ti fitting .

The three box beams represent ing the wing  rio t , w i ng f- id , and pylon fitting r egi ns of the t rque
box are each t w - — c e l l  torque boxes ab ut seven feet long . The box beams will dupli ca te the wing critical
areas that are t -  be evaluated. It is planned t f a t i g u e  test all f the  spec imen s  sh w c  in  F igure  1 .  f r
21 ,000 h urs and then static test to failure.

The next to last step in demonstrating F—18 structural integri’y is the preiroduction component
verif ’ica t ion tests shown in Figure 15. The test  gal for these specimens is to rea l, the c rtractua l
12 ,000 hours without failure , followed by additional cycling to failure r 21,000 hours. If the test
articLes do not fail in fatigue , they will be static tested to failure . All of the rreproduc~ i - -n com-
ponent tests will be completed early in 1978.

The lalsratory program includes three full scale articles — one f r  static test , ne f r  I m p  text ,
and one for fatigue . The static program includes 5 major fli ght l a-i c- c n ii ti - n s. Drip tests are per-
formed to simulate the 1000 most severe carrier landings. I’ t of’ 2 lifetimes (12000 hours) of flight-
by—flight testing will be completed ~n the fatigue article pri o r to start of pilot pr -I-m oti on. The
full scale development program includes eleven fli ght test aircraft .

AV-85 COMPOSITE WING DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The AV—8B Composite Wing Program began on 1 November 1975 to verify the multi—spar monolithic wing
cover torque box design selected for the advanced Parrier wing. The entire test program was structured
to develop and verify the design through an orderly process in which the end result would be a well proven
and tested wing torque—box design. This program featured element tests t~ develop basic design allowables
data; environmental tests to determine the effect on strength and to evaluate the corrosion protection
system; fatigue/fracture tests to characterize the effect of ballistic damage and determine the effect of
manufacturing imperfections on fatigue and static strength; subcomponent tests to verify the fatigue and
-tatic strength of cr t ioal  s t ruc tura l  areas ; and major box beam tests of c r i t i ca l  design areas on the
wing t rq me box structure. Figure 16 suimnarizes the tests conducted in this program.

Element tests were conducted to determine the tension failure strains versus bearing stress levels
for the wing cover lami n ates with holes. Figure 17 presents the test results for tension vhich, as for
the F—iS , show the cold , dry specimens to exhibit the lowest failure strains while the 200°F specimens
were r -t critical f r  design . The effects of moisture absorption on the tension/bearing results was
investigate- I and f und to have essentially no effect. Testing was also conducted to establish the com-
pression failure strains versus bearing stress levels for the wing cover laminates with holes. The com-
pressive failure strains were nit lowered due to the influence of bearing stress as was the case with the
tens ion/bearing i r . teract ion.  However , the ef fec t  of hot , wet test  conditions at 200°F did reduce the
compressive failure strains by 15% at a 1.0% laminate mois ture  content as shown by Figure 18. Similar
results were just sh wn for the F—lB .

A data base f r  design allowables war established by generating at least thirty data points at the
room temperature ambient condition and a reduced number of data points at all other test conditions .
The test dat a were then transformed into design allowables using a statistical analysis procedure.
Essentially , the statistical method accounts for the spread of the test data and the number of specimens
tested. Allowables at other temperatures and conditions are then established as previously noted.

A substantial amount of additional testing was undertaken to determine the effects of environment on
composite s t ruc ture .  Figure 19 summarizes the environmetal test program . Tests were conducted to
dete rm ine the e f fect of moisture and temperature on laminate st if fness properties ; sine wave spar
elements were subjected to moisture and JR—I fuel soak and tested in fatigue and static strength at both
l w  and elevated temperatures; and a compression panel representing the inboard aft section of the upper
o ver was moisture conditioned and subjected to 12,000 hours of spectrum fatigue loading at elevated
temperature. All of the above tests showed that laminate stiffnesses remained essentially unchanged and
the strengths were not substantially different from unexposed specimen strengths. The corrosive effects
c f dissimilar material on graphite/epoxy and aluminum joints were investigated with the combined effects
if temperature , load cycling, and disassembly prior to spectrum testing to verify the adequacy of the
corrosion protection system. Physical—biological environmental investigations were also conducted to
determine if any permeation or microbial growth problems existed.

A major section of the outer wing fuel tank was fabricated and subjected to moisture and JP—1 fuel
exposure. Inspection of the tank after exposure revealed that the corrosion protection system %‘Ss ade-
quate and the tank was t hen successfully subjected to pressure fatigue testing for 12,000 simulated
flight hours to verify the strength and tank sealing characteristics for repeated loading. The tank was
then successfully tested to 30 psi , the maximum design burst pressure.  A major box beam test specimen
representing the inboard pylon attachment to the torque box was preconditioned with moisture exposure
and is currently undergoing structural testing at elevated temperature.

The structural subeomponent test specimens that were moisture conditioned were exposed until a

_____ - - - —  - -~--—~~~~~~—- - ~-— - -- .— -  —

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - -~~~~~~~~- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



m o i s t u r e  c n te r ,t  -f 1.0 percent  by weight was a t ta ined as determined by control coupc-n . The rationale
f i r  the 1.0 percent moisture content was determined by establishing the locntions for service operation
in the wor ld  and the resulting times , temperatures , and humidity levels at these various locations fir
tIre fifteen—year aircraft design life. Analyses were conducted to uetermine the critical combinations
resulting in the highest accumulation f moisture in the thinner laminates. The AV—85 wing skins are
thinner than those c-f the  F—iS , thus a higher moisture level is required for the AV—8B laminates .

The s t ruc tu ra l  subcomponents test program illustrated in Figures 20 and 21 consisted of basic
t en si~ n / c - rcpre ss ion strength tests on the wing cover , shear strength tests on the sine wav e spars ,
and fat ~~g ue - s t a t ic  s t rength  tests on the win g center l ine jo in t .  Tests were conducted to determine the
basic compression s t ab i l i ty  and strength of wing cover panels with and without  an access dc or .  Botis
uniax ia l  and biaxial t ens ion  tests were conducted to ver i fy  the design for  cutouts  and concentrated
loading jr the lower cover. Both the front end rear sine wave spars were tested in combined shear ,
tension , and ben d in g loads , which simulated critical design conditions. Two competing designs for the
in te r ior  sine wave spars were comparison tested in combined shear and tension. A section of the wing
representing the centerline joint was tested in both fatigue end static strength t i -  ve r i fy  the design .

Five major areas of the wing torque box structure were selected for design ve r i f i c a t i on  tests .
As shown in Figure 22 , structural tests of these major box beam specimens will verify the basic design
approach for  the Harrier  torque box structure and provide essential information on fabrication and
assembly procedures.

The AV—8B ground test program and a schedul e of ma.lor milestones are outlined in Fi gure 23. The
structural test program for the preproduction program consists of a full scale, full strength torque
box and two f l ight  demonstration aircraft incorporating th e new wing but wi th AV—BA fuselages. The~
full scale production program with the AV—8B fuselage consists of two full scale ground test articles
for static and fatigue test , an d four f l ight test aircraft . The p ilot production program consists of
twelve aircraft .

The ba l l i s t ic  dsmsge tolerance program for the wing consist s of establishing the relationship
between damage size and failure strength for both tension and compression and performing wing f in i t e
element model analysis with simulated damage. The results of the analysis together with the expected
failure levels for various sizes of damage and locations in the wing structure as determined by ballistic
tests on box beams is then used to predict the extent of damage that could be tolerated for the full
f l igh t  envelope. To verify the battle damage tolerance in the wing structure , ballistic damag e tolerance
tests are tentatively planned to be performed on the prototype wing torque box after completion of all
other progr ammed tests.

QUAL ITY ASSURANCE

Comprehensive quality assurance procedures are used to provide the necessary checks required to pro-
duce ccnsistent high quality composite structure for use on high performance aircraft. It is siginifi—
-oar .t to note that the extensive structural development test programs previously covered certify the
structural design for the airframe , but the quality assurance procedures establish the criteria that
each composite assembly must meet to certify the airframe as it comes of f the production line.
Stringent controls are exercised defining the quality assurance requirements by material specifications ,
controls  on reproducibili ty of processing and consisting of properties , establishment of pre—preg
allowable working life , process control specifications , engineering drawings, and extensive detailed
nondestructive testing procedures.

SUMMARY

For the development of the composite wings of the F—lB and AV—8B aircraft , normal NA VAIN procedures
and criteria are used as would apply to any airplane for large production runs . A policy was developed
c o n c e r n i n g  the use of composites which minimizes over—all program risk in the event of major problems
with composites.  Qualif icat ion of the structure is substantiated by an extensive test program of small
and large elements concerning both strength and environmental character is t ics .  An approac h is evolving
f o r  a me an s to evaluate the structural adequacy of fleet aircraft as determined f ro r f u l l  scale fa i l ing
load tests , which is based upon relat ing the s t rains  from small element tests in ambient and
deleterious environments with strain levels from the full scale tests .

- 
- -  -~~~~~ ~ ________________
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FIGURE 1 F.18 MATERIALS DISTRIBUTION FIGURE 4
STRAIN VERSUS APPLIED LOAD ASSESSMENT CONCEPT

FOR FULL SCALE STRUCTURAL TEST
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FIGURE 2 YAV.88 MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION FIGURE 5 F.18 WING STRUCTURE
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APPEIWIX A

LIETAIL A3~ALYSIS OF STEP LAP BONDEr) JOINTS

Because ci’ the app 1icat i-~ns c-f adhesive bcrclin g r the F—18, a comprehensive analysis and tect pr —

gram wa~ initiated early in the airplane design phar~e - The first step was t-: - 8e1 ec’ Is g o - I  adhesive fcr
the job. FM I,00 has been used Widely in air-raft appl lc’,tl ris and has perf- rrn e sattaf, -’ -r i ly after
years in service. It was selected as the baseline t compare other candi ate adhesives . lI e ross yr f- r

~t selecting FM 1400 was that the adhesive had higher temperature capabilities than required for ~~~
app lications. Adhesives with l~wer temperature capabilitie s are more - (uctil’- and have I wer shear mci- i .
This lower stiffness is desirable because it reducec the peaking in the shear ctress si ng the b n d1ir ~~.
In other v rdc . the I wer the shear stiffness , the lower the peak shear stress. The higher ductility
adhesives als~ can withstan d a substantially higher shear -l ain .

A c -rnparison -f stress/strain curves icr FM 1400 srI FM 3IIC , a wet temperature ani rt cc -i. - - ’il e ad-
hesive , i~ presented in Figure Al. Note that the effective stiffness f the FM 300 is r e half ‘ l I t  ~f
FM ‘00. In addition , the shear strain at failure is about six times as great i r FM 300 as compared
FM 1400.

A total of eight adhesives including FM 1400 ar - I F~-~ 300 were evaluated In t i-- initial screening test
pr gratn which consisted of statie shear and bell peel tests at cold , I t , and r -rn temperat~ res . Fcur
adhesives were selected from this group to perform additional static , fatigue , and environmental tests.
The static and fatigue test results are summarized in Figure P.2 which show FM 300K and 871480 t~ be the
tw best candidates. FM 300K was the final selecti -n because 8GG148o exhibited low pee~ s t rengt l. at col d
t’~r4er-atures. The environmental test data also showed FM 300K to be the best choice. It is i interest
t~ ricte that the only difference between FM 300 and FM 300K is that the latter has a more open weave
scrim cl--th (adhesive carrier).

The yrext step in the design was to determine the (ptimum geometries — - f  the various step lap bcnied
j ir.ts on the airplane. The ana ytical tool that was used to assist in this process was strain com-
patibility including the bondline shear stiffness and the titanium and graphite!ep -xy axIa~ st ifft.ess .
The adhesive is assumed to be elastic/perfectly plastic as indicated by the ~ashe i lines jr Figure Al.

The number of steps in each joint and the number of plies dropped on each step were determine I by
considering bcth strength and manufacturing. The higher st~rength design woul d have the greater numbe r
- I  steps , because the greater the number of steps the lower the peak shear strain. H- :-w et er , manufacturing
considerations dictate that the minimum practical step height is about 0.02 inches . The F—I d wing -ci in
is fabricated from 0.01 inch thick plies. Thus, no les than twc plies can be dropped per :tel .

The length c-f steps and the total length of each joint were based -~r~ an average shear stress which
was determined using the strain compatibility analysis.

The adhesive shear stress distribution along the bondline for the F—18 wing root step lap bonded
j o i n t  is shown in Figure P.3. The average shear stress on each step was computed and was limited t o
about one—third of the adhesive ultimate strength for the maximum load in the F—lB fatigue spectrum .
The adhesive ultimate strength was determined from simple double lap specimens duplicating the length
and height of the critical end steps.

The final step lap bonded joint configuration was selected based on tests of actual stepped joints
such as that cl own in Figure P.14. A total of about 150 step lap joint specimens were tested to finalize
the wing root attachment configuration. These were tested cold and hot as well as at room temperature.
Additional specimens are being moisture conditioned and will be tested at elevated temperature.
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FIGURE 1A COMPARISON OF STRESS/STRAIN DATA FIGURE A3 ADHESIVE SHEAR STRESS
FOR FM300 TO FM400 DISTRIBUTION WING ROOT BONDED JOINT
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The paper assesse s the problems of the certification of composite components for military aeroplanes
and helicopters aa seen by the authors at the present time. An Advisory Group including members from
Industry and the Official side has been set up and will guide the est ablishment of airworthin ess
requirements and clearance procedures.

Currently the UK has little information on how structure s incorporating fibre composites will behave
under service conditions. What ii known suggests that the present airworthiness requirements could fairly
readily be inte rpreted for fibre composites and the clearan ce procedures suitably adapted. One of the
most important areas may well be that of structural variability and the inco rporat ion of terms involving
variability could be valuable in the clearance procedures, not least if’ it encouraged rigoroua control of
material specifications and manufacturing -processes in order to achieve the lowest level of variability
practicable.

It is important to find out how fibre compoeites tail under service conditions and what are the
critical parameters. It may well be possible to include effe ct s of environment and the like in the
loading actions but some modificat ion may be needed to the requirements.

1. IWl’ROWCPI~~
There is very little experience in the UK at the present time of how structures incorporating fibre

composites behave under service cond itions and particularly how they fai l and what variability is
associated with the failure . The time is approach ing, however, when components of primary structure will
require clearance for flight and acceptable procedures must be defined for this purpose. Peat progr aames
are in hand to gather info rmation.

Airworthiness is not a precis e scien ce . So much depends upon experiej ice and progress is usually theresult of taking a calculated step forward as an extension of the present position.

There is a variability in the strength of nominally identica l structures and a variability too in the
loadings to which they are subject ed. The safety of airworthiness clearance ii.. in avoiding the overlap
of th. population of the loadi ng di strib ut ion at it . higher end with the lower end of the population of the
strength distribution, Thus the weakest example must be able to withstand the highest load. Various
atte mpts have been made to express this in statist ical terms but the problem of the intersect ion of two
tail . of distributions i. noto rio us ly difficul t and fraught with a.stur pt ions whi ch can never be veri fiedbecause the samples are always too email.

It seems likely that present structures incorporating fibre compos ites have a greater variabil ity instrength than present alwi iniun alloy stru ct*es, although it is always possible and certainly desirablethat more experience in producing the basic materi als aM in fabri cating them into a structure could bringdown the level of variability.

In times past super factors have been applied to cover st ructures of higher t han nor msl variab ility,
but re cently, in the case of castings in new mate rials , the clearan ce procedures have been written to
anabi. acceptable test factors to be calculated from a knowledge of the variability of the cast ing. Such a
procedure has a maber of att ractions for structures incorporating fibre composites , not least being theincentive it gives to reduce and control the varia bility.

In this paper some aspect. of t his procedure are examined. It is already being used as the basis fora demonstration programne associat ed with a helicopter rotor. An alte rmat ive pro cedure of testi ng all
oomponemtC to an acceptable leve l of loadi ng before enteri ng servi ce is also cons idered,

The views expressed in th. paper are prima rily those of the authors . An Advisory Group includi ng
members from Industry and the Off icial side has been set up to conside r airworthin ess requirements andclearance procedures. The authors are , in fact , Chairman and Secretary of this Group.

I

_ _ _ _  - 
_ _ _ _
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2. !~ ISTfl~G DESIGN R~~UIRDI~!TS AND CBRTIFICATION PROCNDU~~~
Design Requirements for military aeroplanes and helicopters are laid down formally in AvP97O and

modified or supp lemented as necess ary in the Specifi cation for particular military aeroplanes or
helicopters. These Requi rements state the design case s and the factors of safety required to be met.
Compliance with the Requirements is in the first place achieved by calculation but it is usual to require
demonstration tests of static and fatigue strength culminating in separate full—scale static and fatigue
tests on airframes representative of production standard. It is required that the test programme shall be

p discussed with Structures Department, RAE Farnborough and the responsibility falls on the Airworthiness
Division .

2. 1 Static Strength

There are two main static strength requirements:

(a) The structure shall not collapse before the specified ultimat e load is reached.

(b) At all loads up to the specified proof load, no part of the structure shall sustain deformation
detrimental to safety and movi ng parts essential to safety shall function satisfactorily. After
removal of the proof load no effe ct s of th at loadi ng shall remain which might reasonably cause the
st ructure to be deemed unserviceable.

For most desig n condition s :

(a) the ultimate load is defined as 1.5 x Limit load and

(b) the proof load is defined as 75% of the ultimate , ie 1.125 x Limi t load.

Limit load is generally that load which is expected to occur once in the life time of the aeroplane or
helicopter.

It is well known that , althoug h nominally identical and made to the maine drawings, completed structures
exhibit a degree of variabil ity in strength and thus for practical reasons it becomes necessary to accept
t hat some examp les will fall below the required strength condition, although this must clearly be kept to
en acceptable minimum. In 1948 Atkinson proposed than an acceptable standard might be achieved if the
following conditions were met:

(a) not more than 1 in 10 of a given population should have a strength below the required value and

(b) not more than 1 in 1000 should have a strength below 90% of the required value.

These conditions form a worki ng basis for desig n along statistical lines and define the mean of the
popul ation accordi ng to the coefficient of var iati on (standa rd deviation divi ded by the mean) .

In acceptance testi ng, allowance must be made for the unknown place in the population of the specimen ,
or specimens , tes ted. Atkinson 1:2 proposed a statistical inte rpret at ion based on confi dence limits and
Bul len’ examined the problem by consideri ng prog ressive samp les. A compari son of these methods has been
made by Stagg4. There are advanta ges in each method. By and large the Bul ].en method gives sli ghtly lowe r
test factors when only a few specimens are tested.

Pigure I illustrates the test factor required when testi ng 1, 2 or 5 specimens from populations
havi ng a variability up to a coefficient of variation of 0.20, based on Bullen ’ s approach. Below a
coefficient of variation of about 0.05 the I in 10 condition is operative and at coefficient s of vari at ion —~
above this the 1 in 1000 condition take s over.

2.2 Fatigue Strength

In acceptance testing it is normal practice to test at least one full—scale specimen to demonstrat e
fat igue life , damage tolerance and durability under a spectrum of loads which are expected to occur under
the specified operating conditions. In order to take into account the variability of the population end
the unknown position of the test specimen within that population it is usual for aeroplanes to require a
factor on life . This procedure would involve an impossibly long testing time for helicopters and thus a
factor on load is used instead, associated with a shorter test ing time. The factors used for alumini~~
alloy structures are broadly consistent with the conditions proposad by Atkins on as described above .

3 AIBWQRTHTNESS CLEARANCE OP S’I~UCTURE8 INCORPORATING FIBRE C~~~OSIT!S

At the present time the UK has very little experience on how structures incorporating fibre
composites behave under service conditions. Most examples so far have been desig ned conservatively because
advant ages in such as pects as weig ht savi ng and ease of fabrication could be obtained without st rength
becoming critical. The pattern may change when at t empts are made to realise the full st rength and stiffness
potentials.

In these circ umstance s , therefore , it is highly desirable to base airworthiness clearan ce on the
results of st ructural tests , performed under conditions as repre sentative as possible. In particular it
seems likely that environmental effe cts will have to be included in the loading actions. The inclusion of
the the rmal cycle in the Concords test s has shown that major engineeri ng tasks of this nature can be tackled
successful ly.

For the same reasons, confidence in the results of calculations may not be very high unless an
effe ctive read—across can be obtained from similar st ruct ures~ in similar enviro uments, already cleared by
test. Vhere clearance by calculation is desired it may be necessary to apply a super factor to part s where
the confidence in the calculation is low.

_  _ _  -
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Broadly it seems likely that the existing Airworthiness Requirements will function satisfactorily for
the new s ruct urea. At present fibre composite structures appear to have a higher variability in strength
than conventional aluminium alloy etructures and this could be accommodated by building into the clearance
procedures a term dependent upon the variability. Such a pro cedure woul d be an incentive to produce
structure s of lower variability, since the associated lower acceptance factors would enable the production
of more efficient structures. Coupled with this would be the need for stringent control of the fibre and
matrix materials and probably of the manufacturing processes , to ensure that the variability assumed for
the clearan ce was not exceeded in production .

3.1 ~~tens ion of St al i c Strength Requirements to Structures of Higher Variability

In extendi ng any requiremen t it is important to consider how it may be interpreted and how the
overall safety will be affected. Usually it ~~ deBired to retain the maine level of safety as has been
enjoyed in the pas . One of the difficulties is to define precisely what that level of safety has been.

The UK Military Airworthiness Requirements define ‘standard’ and ‘typical ’ components and structures.
A standard component is the weake st one which can be made, complying with the relevant drawi ngs and
material specifications , all limits and tolerances being taken in the most adverse direct ion. An exception
is made in the case of part s fabricated from rolled sheet and strip where the nominal thickness dimension
is used instead of the most adverse one. A typical component is one made in accordance with usual workshop
procedure .

The Requirements call for stren gt h calculations to be based on the assumption that standard components
and structures are used. However it is recog nised that st rengt h tests will have to be made on typical and
not standard structures and the Requirements call for appropriat e allowan ce to be made for this by
cor recti ng for dimensional and material tolerances.

Until 1965, the Requirements went on to state that if such correction was impracticable , it was
necessary in the test to realise factors 20 per cent greater than those specified. Where there was doubt
as to the practicability of making the appropriate corrections , the case had to be referred to Structures
Department RAE. Some thirty years experience of applyi ng this requirement was reviewed in 1964 and it was
felt that as in practice the 1.2 te st factor had seldom been enforced it should be removed from the
requirement , while making the discussion of the results of each test mandatory with Structures Department
RAE to decide whethe r an acceptable level of stre ngth had been achieved. This requirement was adopted in
1965.

One of the problems with this procedure is that, whereas the correction to ‘ standard ’ conditions is a
reasonabl y effective guide at the point at which failure actually occurred, it leaves doubts about other
typical part s which may have been ve ry near failure and whose appropriate correction to ‘ standard ’
conditions might have been of significantly different magnitude.

Figure 1 shows that a test factor of 1.2 on a typical structure of unknown place in the population
would be appropriat e to a population having a coefficient of variation of about 0.065. Present experience
shows that in most cases it is practicable to correct the test result for material and dimensional
tolerances and hence the requi remen t tends to establish the position that the weakest sample which could be
made to drawi ng would just satisfy the strengt h requirement . In practice there might still be a .nall tail
of the population below this due to imperfections in inspe ction and material selection.

Comprehensive info rmat ion on the vari ability of aluminium alloy structure s is not readily available.
In 1944 Wareion and St arkey5 derived a coefficient of variation of about 0.03 from jest s of nominally
identical tailplanes. A recent and more extensive analysis by Freudenthal and Wang° has suggested a
coefficient of variation of about 0.06 although this may have been influenced by the results of initial
tests. It seems to the aut hors that mode rn fully developed struc~ures in alum inium alloy are likely to
have a cneffic ient of variation near to 0.03. Incidentally Staggi in 1969 looked at the scatter in fatigue
of elements and section s t~ken from airc raft structures.

This then is the airworthiness standard which has been set for the static strengt h of aluminium alloy
structures and it needs o be considered how this standard can be maintained for structures incorporating
fibre composites. There is some indication that these may exhibit a coefficient of variation as high as
0.1 5 althou gh care ful ly manufactured esinples from care fully selected materials have produced results much
nearer those from aluminium alloy.

If it is assumed that the specimen or specimen s tested are typical then test factors such as those in
Figure 1 could be used to demonstra te complian ce . Lower factors would be possible if the test result could
be reduced with confidence to ‘ standard ’ condition s by correcting for material and dimensional tolerances.
It is not yet know n how practical this would be for fibre composites. For aluminium alloy structure pro
rats reductions are used to allow for dimensional oversizes and for material strengths above the minimum
specified value. Such simple calculations may not be realistic for fibre composites and also at the present
time there are no minimum specified values for the fibre and matrix materials indiv idually or in practical
combinat ions. It mig ht well be sensible for the present to base compliance on the assumption that typical
samples are being tested and to use test fact ors such as given by Figure 1.

While such a procedure could conveniently be app lied to monolithic fibre composite structures of - -

reasonabl y consistent variability thro ughout , there would be serious diffi culties in structure s where parts
of sig nifica ntly di fferent variabil ity occurred as would most like ly be the case for mixed structure s of
aluminium alloy and fibre composites. An over all test factor appropri ate to the higher variability woul d
obv iously impose severe penalties on the part s of the structure of lower variability. A solution might be
to seek to test the structure in snaller components in such a way as to separate the part s with major
di fferences in vari ability .

An attractive alternative rout e to airworthiness clearance for such structure s is to test each
component part or structural assembly — possibly , for example , to 100% Desig n Ultimate Load — before
release to service.

~

-
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3.2 Extension of Fat igue Strength Requi rements to Structures of Higher Variability

Simi lar consi iprationi~ can be app lied to fatigue strength as have been discussed in the previous
sect ion for stat ic strength, but the procedures are complicated by the different approaches to clearance on
the one hand for aeroplanes and for helicopters ant on the other hand for safe—life structures and for
fail—safe or dana~e tolerant structures. Associated with the fatigue clearance must be a knowledge of the
static strength required at all times during the life of the st ructure and means must be established to
demonstrat e thi s along the lines of the previous section.

For aeroplanes with a safe—life st ructure, the fatigue life is defined as that life during which the
general level of safety is not appreciably lowered by fatigue and a reasonable standard of servi ceability
in maintained. Usually the acceptance test is taken to failure under the loads chosen for the test
spectrum . Experience has shown that it is desirable to include loads in the spectrum up to the level of
those wh i ch occur at about 10 times during the life of the aircraft.

Guidance is given in tile Requirements on the factors to be used to derive the safe—life from the life
wi’er test of one or more specimens. These factors are based on ~he assumption of a normal distribut ion of
log endurance and are derived using the method proposed by Bullen’. It follows, therefore, that 8imilar
factors can bs deduced from a knowledge of the variability of fibre composite structures in fatigue.

For aeroplanes with a fail—safe or damage tolerant structure a fatigue teat is necessary to give
information on the location of cracks and on their rate of propagation. A fail—safe structure is defined
as one which retains, after initiation of any fracture or crack, sufficient strength and stiffneaa for the
service operation with an acceptable standard of safety until such fracture or crack is detected by
inspection. The inspection period must thus be chosen such that a detectable size of crack will not
propagate to critical proportions during the inspection period. In order to allow for variability, it is
re commended practice to base the inspection period for aluminium alloy structures on one third of the rate
of crack propagation achieved in the test. Clearly this is amenable for adaptation to fibre composite
structu res when the appropriat e variability is known .

One of the items governing the critical proport ions of the crack is the residual static strength of
the cracked st ructure. For aluminium alloys it is recommended that the static st rength of the damaged
st ructure should never be allowed to fall below 80% of its desig n ultimat e strength. The lengt h of the
inspection period should be fixed in relation to the rate of the spread of damage, as described above , so
that the strength of the structure will not fall below this value before the damage is found. This value
of 80% is regarded as the minimum strength that will allow the pilot, who may be unaware of any structrual
weakness, to fly the aeroplane to its full operational standard with reasonable safety during the limited
time while the weakness is undetected.

When more is known on how fibre composites structure fail it will be possible to assess whether 80%
would also be a reasonable value for them. Once an appropriate value is established the arguments relating
to the demonstration of static strength described in the previous sections will apply.

It is worth noting in passing that it is always desirable to run the fatigue test on a fail—safe
structure to the sante test life as a safe—life structure would have required, in order to ensure that there
are no unexpected failures with safe—life characteristics hidden in the nominally fail—safe structure.

The problem of fatigue test acceptance procedures for helicopters is more complex. A factor on life
is not feasible since the number of cycles involved is so high and the 5—N curve is consequently very flat.
Thus a factor on load has been adopted instead to cover both the variability a~pect and to reduce the totaltesting time. The Requirements give recommendations for dealing with this for steel and aluminium alloy
parts and for testing different numbers of specimens. These are based on statistical arguments and again
are amenable for adaptation to fibre composite part s when the appropriate data are known.

Clearance of helicopters by fail—safe procedures involving rates of crack propagation and residual
static strength are being dealt with as for aeroplane structures. Again these procedures would be amenable
for adaptation for fibre composite structures.

4 C~ 1CLUSI~ IS

This paper assesses the problems of the certification of composite components for military aeroplanes
and helicopters as seen by the authors at the present time. An Advisory Group including members from
Industry and the Official side has been met up and will guide the establishment of airworthiness requirements
and clearance procedures.

Currently the UK has little information on how structurea incorporating fibre composites will behave
under service conditions. What is known suggest s that the present airworthiness requirements could fairly
readily be interpreted for fibre composites and the clearance procedures suitably adapted. One of the most
important areas may well be that of structural variability and the incorporation of terms involving
var iability could be valuable in the clearance procedures , not least if it encouraged rigorous control of
material specifications and manufacturi ng processes in order to achieve the low est leve l of variability
prac icable.

It is important to find out how fibre composites fail under service condi’%ions and what are the
critical parameters. It may well be possible to include effects of environmen t ‘~and the like in the loading
actions but some modification may be neec~.d to the requi rements .

—. - — — - - .  — 
-
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LA CERTIFICATiON DES STRUCTURES D’AVIONS EN (X)MPOSITES

par

Mr. A.QUEINEC et Mr. Y.APPELL
Service Technique Adronautique

75996 PARIS ARNEES

PRANCE

1 - INTROL*JCTION

Lea structure s composites I base de fibres de carbone ou de bore oct atteint le stade
des app lications en série dans l’Aéronautique. Ii eat donc nécessaire de niettre au point des
procedures de certification permettan t ~~~~~~~~ Ia sdcurit é des vole.

C’ est évid enine nt un t rIs v ast e probl Ime at il ne saurait 3tre question d’ en aborde r tous
lea aspects dana le cadre de cet exposé.

Lee auteurs se sont donc volontairement litnités au cas des structures d’avions en distin-
guant lea programtms expérimentaux et lea pièces construites en série.

Toutefois, afin de placer le problIre dans son contexte général, ii eat utile de rappeler
quel eat l’objectif d’une certification et quelles sont les mdthodes appliquées en FRANCE sur
lea structures métalliques.

2 - OBJECTIF DE IA CERTIFICATION

La certification , app liquée A un avion mulitaire ou civil, consiste I s’assurer que cet
avion dispose d’un niveau de sécurité acceptable pendant sa durCe d’utilisation. La notion de
niveau de sdcurité est lide I cells de probabilité d’accident, donc de rupture catastrophique
pour une structure. Le niveau de sécuritC Cxigé par l’Autorité de Certification est défini par
un rIglement. Ce rIglement peut également préciser des méthodes de demonstration acceptables
pour la certification.

Compte—tenu de cette definition, la certification sur un plan général consiste A effec-
tuer un certain nombre de travaux avant la mise en service de l’avion et pendant son utili-
sation. Dana le cas particulier de la résistance de la structure, ces travaux out pour obj ect if
cia prévoir cette résistance Sinai que son evolution dens le tampa sous l’e f f e t  des condi tions
d’utilisation. Ils doivent ~tre complétés par des contr8les de fabrication et des inspections
en service permettant de s’assurer qua l’Ctat reel de Ia structure est conforms aux previsions.

3 - CERIIFICATION DES STIEJCI’URES METALLI(~JES EN FRANCE

Depuis plusieurs annCes, la PRANCE a utilisC une procedure de certification des structures
métalliques qui n’s rien d’original utais qui s’ert avérCe satisfatsante jusqu~h present. Le
principe de cetta procedure eat trIs voisin de I’Aircraft Structural Integrity Program de l’US
AIR FORCE (ref. (1) ).

Cette pro cedure ~ompo rte lea phases suivante s

Phase I Definition (Conditions de calcul
(Selection des ,natCriaux
(Choix des procCdés cia fabrication

Phase II Développement (Calcul des efforts
(Essats cia dCveloppantent
(Contrainte s adeissiblea
(Dimensionnement

Phase III t Justification (Résistance statique
(Résistance en fatigue
(Contr6le da fabrication

Phase IV Coeçortem.nt en service (Programme de maintenance
(Utilisation rCelle
(Rapports d’incidents

L’interventiou des Services Officiels cc fait A cbaque phase dIs I.e debut du programme,
cc qui pez~~t d~effe~~uer en t~~~s utile lea verifications nCcessai ras .

En particulier, lea essaia statiques at lea essais de fatigue d’snsemble sont systems-
ttquemsnt effectué s dams un Centre d’Essai Officiel.

En princips, les essais statiques sont effectu Ca assez t8t pour que lea codifications
&ventuelles soietnt spp liquées sur 1. 1cr avion de aCn e. L.s esssis de fatigue, au contraire ,
sent effsctuCs sun sn. cellule conforme A is aCn e. D*ns certains cas u s  sont prCcCdCs
d~esaais part iels d’ClCiaents cia gnande dimension si Is technologie utiliaCe prCsente des
nisqu es i~~ortant..

_ _ _ _ _  — — 
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L’interprétation des essais statiques at de fa tigue lorsque las conditions d’utilisation
Cvo luent se fait par calcu l A partir des données d’utilisation réelle .

La verification de Ia qualité de Ia fabric ation se fait par les méthode s cia contr 6le appro-
prié es et approuvées par le Service Technique Aéronautique.

4 - CERTIFICATION DES STRu CTURES WMPOSITES CONSTRU ITES EN SERIE

La certification des structurm composites construites en série est prévu e suivant un
processus analogue A celui des structures inétalli ques. Toutefois au cours de chaque phase ii
sera tenu conap te cbs caractlre particulier de ces matériaux.

4,1. - Contraintes adinissibles
La de termination des contrainte s admissibles dane les matérlaux composites coirporte

deux é tape s :

- determination des caractéristi ques unidirectionnelles

— determination des caractéristi ques d’un element unilticouche compte ter~u de
l’orientation des différents p u s .

La premiere étape est analogue A cc qui eat fait pour lea matériaux metalliques : il
faut définir des essais de reception et retenir une valeur mininsle de reception . A partir
de ce tte valeur miniusle, on pra tique généralemen t une reduction forfaitaire pour tenir
comp te de divers facteurs (dispersion , vi ei ll i asement , etc...).

La deuxième é tape eat particu liAre aux composites et perme t au bureau d’Ctudes un
degré de libe rté aupp lémentaire pour optimiser Ia structure (ref. (2) ). Lee rCsultats
peuven t ~tre obtenus par calcula A partir des données précédentea .

De p lus , il ea t nécessaire de determine r expérinientalenient lea contraintes adinissibles
dens lea assemblages.

4.2. - Résistance stati que

Lea méthodea de calcul de rési stance statiqu e des structures composites sont en cours
de deve loppement et ne devraien t pas presente r de difficultés importantes par rapport aux
structure s mé tall i quea en dehors de leur p lus grande complexi té.

Toutefois  11 n ’est pa s envisage d~a~~er jusqu ’I la suppression des essais statiques,
en particulier pour lea raisons suivantes

- Nécessité de connattre lea merges réelles cia la structure

- Possibilité de mettre en evidence des défauts de fabrication

- Nécessité d’avoir une référenc e pour lea essaic aur structures vieil liea (voir § 4.3).
En consequence, lea easais statique s doivent Ptre faita juaqu ’A rupture et avec

contr6le des caractéristi ques des matériaux de la p ièc e essayée.

4.3. - Résistance en fatigue

Le temme résistance en fatigue apparatt tout I fait imp ropre loraqu ’on l’applique
aux matériaux composites. En fait II cc s~ agit p lus seulement des effets des charges
mécaniques répétées, mais encore des effets de Ia temperature, de ~~~~~~~~~~~~ du teenpa,
et c •.. qui son t gCnéralement nég li géa b r a  de la certification des structures détalliques.

tine preiniAre difficulté reside dams l’absence d’une correlation bien établie entre
les essais acceleres en laboratoire et le comportement en service reel. Les essais accélé—
rés sont utiles pour determine r quels sont les psrainètres importants susceptibles d’agir
sur Ia résistance de la structure. h a  devraient 3tre comp létés par des essais de longue
duré c dans des conditions réalistes pour obtenir des résultats utilisables pour une
certification.

Devant cette difficulté , la position du responsable de la verification eat inconfor-
table dolt-Il faire confiance I des résultats d’essai s ~‘accelere s” douteux ou dolt—il
d emander des es~aia I~réalis te su qui n’aboutiront que p lusieurs années p lus tard 9 La
posi tion qua nous avons adoptée en FRANCE est qu ’il faut lancer le plus t8t possible des
essais dens des conditions néalistes afin d’avoir toujours cia 1~av5nce sum l’utilisa tion
cur avion *.

Une autre difficultC comsiste A dCfinir et A dCtecter l’endomnagement d’une struc-
ture composIte. Alors que les structures mCtalliquea avaiant la propriété de s’endouinager
sou s forme de criques plus ou coins facile a A détecten , lea structures com posites peuvent
s~endonInag er d’une façon beaucoup p lus variée et panfois impossible A dCtecter par des
coyen s non destructifa (dCténioration de la rCsine , dClaminage, etc ...).

* tine diffic ultC analog ue a etC rencont rCe lors de Ia certification de CONCORDE,
voir ref . (3).
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Actuellatnent la seula façon cia dCtecter A coup sQr un endomeagement cat d~effectuer
un ess ai stati que A rupture et de niesurer la parte de résist ance par rapport A une structure
non andoimna gée. 11 faut donc pouvoir effec t ue r p lusieur s essa is dest ruct ifs pour connattre
l ’évolu ti on de la résistance en fo nct ion du t eenps ceci condanme en pnatique 1~e~~ai
d’enseinble au profit des essa is cur Cprouvettes de dimensions rCduites.

On peut donc eapCrer, en utilisant un assez grand nombre d ’éprouvettes reprCsenta .
tive s cia Ia structure A certifier , obtenir ~~~~~~~~~~ de la rCsistancastat iqu e en
fonction de la dunC e d’ uti lisation , Malheuneusa ment cela reprCsente Un vo lume dt essais
trés important pour des résultats qui me seront dispon ibies qu’apnAs plusfeurs annCes
alors qua los avions saront dejA en service. A l’Cvidence cette solution n’est pas satis-
faisante at 11 est nCcesaaire de poursuivre les etude s thConiqu es et expCnisnentales pour
améliorer les connaissances sur le vieilliesement des composites.

Une autre méthode possible consisterait A utilisar l’avion Iui-wáme comne laboratoi-.
re et A effectuar des essais d’endurance sun lea premiers avions sénie. C’ast une méthode
courananent utilisCe par lea SoviCtiques , inais il eat douteux qu’elle puisae Stre acceptCe
facilemen t par lea utilisateurs occidentaux militaineiet encore aioins civils I Tout au
plus peu t-on utiliser dana cc aens des progr~ iaiea expCnimentaux at des avions prototypes
pendant un tampa u nite.

Par contre, il me faut pas ae pniver des rensei gn~ nants qui peuvent ~tre tire s cia
l~axpCrience en service sur un grand nombna d~ayio~s~ En effet il eat possible de mettn e
au point un progranane de comtr8le contimu des structures composites en util isat ion ,
couçortant par exeinp Ic ,

— des inspections périodi ques par mCthodes non destructives

- des essais destnuctifs sur “Cprouvettes sulveuses”

- des essa is destnuctifs stir elements cia structure , iorsque ceux—ci sont facil einent
démontables (gouvernea , aérofne in, etc ...).

Un tel programme est nCcaasaire au coins pour lea premiAnes structures const ruitas
en aCn e, af in d’obtenir des donnée, de base sun le v ieillis senent dane des conditions
rCallea , et tant qua les mCtbodes cia prevision n’suront pas etC perfect ion nCes,

4.4. - Probl Imes particuliers aux co mposites

Outre lea problAmes de vieillisseenent, Un certain nombre cia phCnonAnes phys iques
produisent des effets plus sensibles sun lea co mposites qua stir lea structures mCtall iquea
at doivemt Stra Ctud iCs dens le cadre de la certification , par exanq le

- Tolerance aux domsages (propagation des défaut s)
- Résistance aux chocs (outil s , Cc lats , oisaaux , etc ...)
- Résistance A la”corrosion” (pCtrole et produits divers)
- Résistance A Ia foudre
— Metallisation.

Ces phCmonAne s prennent plu s ou coins d’isnportanca suivant la localisat ion des
composite s dams Ia structure . hIs doivent ~tre CtudiCs pour chaque ca. particulien, et
peuvent conduire A des codifications techno logiquas (renforce ments , peintures , etc...)
ou A des restrictions d’ut ili sati on.

Le problAme de la to lerance aux doatnages isCrite une attention particu liAre en
raison de la grande vaniétC des dCfauts envisageables (fissures , dCcolleinents , dClami-
nage , impacts , etc...).

4.5 . - Contr~le cia fabrication

La contn6la de fabrication eat tan element essential dams le proce asu a cia certifica-
tion , car il doit permettre d’ assu rer que lea structures rCelles sont conformes A 1*
definition prCvue par le bureau d’étudea. Ii doit donc ~~~~~~~ au niveau des matCrisux
de base , du cycle cia fabrication , des Clement . terminCs.

Sans entrer dens 1. detail des mCthodes de contr6le qui sorti rait du cadre ci. cat
ex posC, il faut cependant nappa ler qulil eat nCcessaire de mettre au point des déthodes
de cont rele adaptCes aux structures compo site s , tent cur le plan do contr 6le 4. ~ bricatio n
que stir 1. p lan do cont r6le en uti lisat ion.

5 TKIITATIVES SUR PROGRAIS4E ~CPERIMENTAL

A c. Jour un saul programne est suffiagnent svancC dan a son dCveIopp~~ent pour pouvoir
tt re pr is comae exempis. Ii s ’ agit de La rCali sati on des smpennages horizontaux ci. i’ avion
MIRAGE TI. Cette étude a et C dauaan d4sp ar is Service Techni que ACronaut i que A 1* SociCtC AID/BAatm d’essayer en vol une pièce de structure en co mposite at ~~~~~~~~ lea problems. concernant
is rCaiisstion , i.e ssssts at Ia certification . Ii n ’Ctait pea dams I’idC. du STAC 4. preparer $
un dCveioppeiient aCn e et seul, qustre demi empennsges ont CEC colansndCs. Il. sont rCslisCsen structure sandwich avec Un Nid a en ch u g. altalniam at d.c peaux, rapportCes par collage,
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en matCriaux composites fibre ci. bore-rCsine Cpoxy. Lea introductions d’ ef f o rts su niv eau cia
l’ attache principals se font par Un insert titan. qui tranamet lea efforts par l’intermCdiaire

~esca lie rs collé . aux rav*tements carbons.

Lea different .. Ctapes cia le certification se sont dCroulCes au fur at A mesure du
dCroulement des travaux.

5.1 - Choix du inatCriau de base et dCtermtnation des contraintes adm issibies

I~ AprAa un progreisne d ’easai . pour le choix , ii y a eu une carac tCri satton comp lete
do ma tCrtau choisi comprenant des es~ais avec et ssns vieibItssement . Ca prograiaii e avait
pour but t

— de vér if tar qua Ic mat Criau ne poss Idait aucune “ tare ” rCdh ibito ire A son ut i lisatton
— de fixer des valeurs pour Ic contr8le reception
- de determiner lea contraintes admissible. dams cc ,natCniau.

5.2 — Calculset essais pour le dtmensionnenent

Des asas is de principa ont etC rCalisCs pour determiner lea rAg les de dimenstonneanent,
comprenant plus particuliArenient des essa ls de flexion cisailiatnent, des easats de listaon,
des essais d’introductton d’effort. Puts par application des résultats obtenus ii y a Cu

— lea calcul. atati ques dams lea cas maJorants de chargement reel
— lea calculs de rigiditC at des modes vibratoirea
— l’établissensnt des liasses de fabrication.

5.3 - Verification par un essai technobogique.

La verification de Ia validitC des caiculs at de is technologie utilisCe a Cte rCalisée
A travers un esaai statique juaqu ’A rupture d’un caisson technologiqus reprCsentant une
portion 4. l’empeonage (conpranant Ia zone de i’attache principale).

L’ esaai s ’est passé en plusieurs fois. D’ abord Jusqu ’A Ia charge limite puis josqu ’A
rupture. Ce caisson a tenu 2,4 CL. prouvant Ia qualitC de la fabrication. La surdimension-
nemsnt s ’explique par Ic fait que cc sont toujours lea valeurs lea plus peasimistes qut
ont Cte uttl iaCes. Cependant,pour plus de sCcuritC, aucune modification n’est intervenue
pour Ia rCaiiaatton de l’empennage lui m&se.

5.4 — Fabrication d’un deni empennagescontr8le fabrication

Au cours de Ia fabrication du deni enpennage, ii a etC mis au point La dossier de
con tr 8le qui a etC livr C avec l’enpennage. II comprend

- 1. contr6 la reception niatiA re prentAre
- le contr8le assemblage
- be co ntr 8le collage
- be contr6le final de Ia pièce.

Ca doa.ier a etC accepte dana I’Ctat actual des choses mats ii eat A note, que c ’est
un contr8le parttcuiiArement lourd et qu ’iI ne peninet pas malgré tout de donner une garantie
totale cur La qualité de la pièce. Ce demi empennage a par Ia suite etC socanis a un essai
etatinue qui par paliar l’a anenC juaqu ’A Ia rupture. Cells-cl s ’eat produite I 2,55 CL.
C~Ia confin e done lea rCsultats obtenus cur be caisson technologique, et il est probable
qua le valeurs initiales devront Stre rCCxam unCea.

5.5 - Fabrication de deux dent enapennagas:eaaais en vol

Deux sutres deni enpennages ont etC rCalisCs dam s lea mfimes conditions pour essais en vol.
Attn de confin er le dossier de contr8le de ces empennagas, ces dernieis ont etC essayCs en
statique j uaqu’I la charge limits. Puis des essa is ci. vibration cur avion ont eu lieu afin
d’identifier lee modes qui a. sont avCr Cs coinparabiss a ceux des atructures mCtabliques St
enfin lea premiers essaia en vol ont eu lieu pour ouvrir Ic doinaine. Ce. essais
sont encore en coura. Par Ia suite ,des empennages seront mont Cs sun un avion do l’ArmCe cia
l’air,aais il rests i dCfinir une mCthode de contr8Ie et de maintsnance.

5.6 - Fabrication d’ un dent enpennage pour essais de fatigus- vi ei ll iasem ent.

L enpennags e.ten cours ci. rCalisation St cet as.ai rests A dCfinir.

6 - CONCLUSION

La certif ication des struc t ursa composites pose des problems. nettenent plus complexes que
lee s t ructur ea .Ctalli ques c lassi ques.

Pare ! iss problems, lea plus iaportants, ii fsut insister sun Is problem. du vieillissenent
pour Isqusi des method.. de prCvision satisfsisantea n ’existent pas encore. En conse quence, ii
n ’est pas encore possible de $arantir aux uti lis ateur s des dun Ces ci. vie hamogm nes avec cell. .
des structures .Ctall l ques. Di plus , II Sara damandC dee cont r8les aupp iémentaires qui se
traduiront par Un progreem . relativecent contraignan t d~inspections en service. Ccci risque 4.
h atter fort ent ~~~~~~~ Cconomiqua da cc type ci. structures , particu li Ansin ent pour l ’Av iatton
Civil..

____________________ - - .~~~~
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Pour sunaonter ces difficultCs, des progr aam.s d~~tud55 th Co nt qu.e et sxp Cnime ntales ont
etC lances dana plusteura pays. Aftn d’ obtentr dee rCsultate comp srs bles antr e eux , il sera it
fort utile da ata ndard iser lee mCt hodes d ’ es aa i da vie illiasen ent “ rCaltet.a ’~, dams le m&ne
esprt t qua he progr as “FALSTAFF” pour las assets de fatigue. Ceci pourrd t fairs l’ objat
d ’un progreeme d’activitC future du Pane l “Structur.s it NatCniaux ” ds i’AGARD.
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STRUCTURAL ASSURANCE OF ADVANCED COMPOSITE COMPONENTS
FOR USA? AIRCRAFT

J. W. Goodman and C. F. T iffany
Aeronautical Systems Division

and T. .1. Muha, Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Wr ight—Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433

SUMMARY

Modern high performance composite material s such as epoxy resin reinforced by
graph ite f ibers are making a transition from previous applications on secondary structureto increasing use on primary structure , that is , safety—criti cal components. Proceduresto assure structural function, safety, end durability are undergoing a correspondingreconsideration. The U.S. Air Force has been f ly ing advanced composite secondary struc-
ture since 1967 , and some production primary structures since 1973. Structural assuranceprocedures have been modified to account for recently recognized sensitivity to environ-ment. For composites in service now, confidence is derived primarily from their con-servative design and high strength margins demonstrated by test. Additional confidence
is being gained f r o m  in-service inspections and further struct’~ral tests. Componentscurrently approaching service have benefited from recent data and have been qualified byprograms which include, in various tories , the effects of moisture, temperature and loadhistory on structural safety and durability. For composites in the future, research instructural integrity is planned to yield validated accelerated test procedures to reduce
qualification costs and life prediction analysis fr~r individual aircraft tracking andforce management .

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern high performance composite materials such as epoxy resin reinforced by
graphite fibers are making a transition from previous applications on secondary structure
to increasing use on primary structure . Procedures to assure structural function , safety ,and durability are undergoing a corresponding reconsideration . The current U .S. Ai r Forcestructural integrity program encompasses design , analysis, test, and prog ram managementactions developed to substantially diminish the reoccurrence of past structural problemson future aircraft prog rams . If problems of the same seriousness were to occur withcomposite materials, the effect would be to discourage selection of composites for wide-spread application to primary structure . Structural assurance policies for compositeflight components are therefore conservative, and a comprehensive technology developmentprogram provides continuing improvementg in methodology .

I I .  THE AIRC RAFT STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY PROGRAM

Military Standar d l53OA (USA?) , wh ich was adopted in December 1975 to doc ument newAir Force requir ements for struc tural assurance of aircraft, applies to comp osites inmost respects, although certain detailed provisions are intended for metallic structure.Three major elements of the Standard to be discussed in this paper are :

A. Qualification of the design con fi guration , including stat ic strengt h, damagetolerance, and durability .

B. Individual article acceptance procedures .

C. Force management actions .

The required static strength is 1.5 times limit load for each critical desig n loadingcondition. The damage tolerance is, in simplified concept , the following :Multiple independent load path structure must safely carry flight loads, with one of themajor load paths broken , until discovery of the damage is certain . For monolithic struc-ture, flight loads must be carried for a specified length of time, typicall y twice thetime between inspections, in the presence of a growing flaw of specified initial size.Qualification consists of both analysis and testing . For metallic structure the testphase has included an ultimate load test of a full scale assembled airframe to demonstratestatic strength : an accelerated cyclic loading fatigue test of another assembled airframeto prov, durability ; and separate cyclic loading tests of full scale monolithic componentswith induced flaws to meet the damage tolerance requirements.

III. HISTORY 0? USA? COP~~OSITES

Qualification proc edures for advanc ed composite component s have been evolving duninathe past several years. In 1967 the first advanced composite components were installedon aircraft for flight demonstration. These ~‘ere secondary structure , such as traili ngedges, doors, rudd ers , and slats , and they were qualified by the same procedures as had
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been used for metallic components, including accelerated fatigue tests. In 1973 the
firs t production composites entered service , and these also were qualified like the
metallic parts.

In 1975 two things happened . First , some of the demonstration composite parts in-
service were returned and examined . Some unexpected problem s had occurred . The parts
in question consisted of a sandwich configuration with composite face sheets and aluminum
honeycomb core. Moisture had reached the core resul ting in corrosion and adhesive bonded
area s had delaminated . Also a number of components had experienced foreign object damage .
Two com ponents failed in flight but the aircraft were safely landed . The other news in
1975 w~ s increasing attention to data which showed that the epoxy resin used in advanced
composi te structures absorbs substantial amounts ( 1—2 percent) of water from the
env ironment . The effect of this absorbed moisture is a loss of modulus of the resin,
espec ially at elevated temperatures. The structural effect on the compression and
in ter laminar  shear strength of a composite is a severe degradation within 30 C of the
cure temperature and a moderate degradation within 60 C of the cure temperature . These
environmental e f fec ts, one from par ts in service and the other from laboratory tests,
suggested that the qualification procedures employed up to then were not fully satis-
fac tory f or composites. Beginning in 1976, the Air Force introduced new qualification
procedures for the composite parts which were approaching service. The primary struc-
tural components already in service were reviewed to consider other precautionary
actions. In addition, a comprehensive review was conducted of the state of the art of
the technology used for qualification of composites. The result was a major reorientation
of short range and long range Air Force research and development in advanced composites.
A goal was established to obtain economical, validated , test procedures for qualification
3f fu ture composites. A parallel goal was derivation of analytical life prediction
methods, because this capability is essential for effective management of aircraft in
service.

IV . PAST QUALIFICATIONS: COMPOS ITES CURRENTLY IN SERVICE

Although secondary composite structures such as fairings, speed brakes , and reinforce-
ment of metal parts are used on several USAP aircraft , the more serious concerns about
structural assurance apply to primary structure , and this is addressed here . Figure 1
shows a sketch of a cross section and structural detail typical of both the horizontal
and vertical stabilizers of a current fighter aircraft . The leading and trailing edges
are conventional aluminum face sheet sandwich construction while the main torque box of
both stabilizers has boron/epoxy covers . An interesting feature of this construction is
a monoli thic metall ic frame , which goes all around the boron laminate . The laminate is
laid on to this stepped frame and bonded in place first; then the assembly is bonded to
the aluminum honeycomb core. Like most advanced composite parts in use , these laminates
were designed with very low strain levels. When these components were qualified in 1973,
as previously mentioned, the qualification tests consisted of a room temperature test
for static strength , just as for metals. Damage tolerance was based on the slow damage
growth concept with analyses and limited full scale tests. Durability was addressed
using a room temperature accelerated fatigue test. Each individual article was accepted
by non-destructive inspection. In 1976 , af ter recognition of the degrading effect of
the environment, additional efforts were established. First , engineers from the Air
Force Materials Laboratory examined selected components on site, using portable non-
destructive testing instruments. Second , plans have been made to return one horizontal
stabilizer from service and perform additiona l structural tests . A suitable article is
available from an aircraft which has experienced aerodynamic heating and long term
exposure to humid conditions on the ground .

V. CURRENT QUALIFICATIONS : COMPOSITES APPROACHING SERVICE

A. Outer Wing Pane l

Figure 2 shows the structural arrangement for the outer wing panel on an aircraft
with a folding wing . It consists of an upper and lower cover plus internal ribs and
spars. Each of the covers and each of the internal members is itself a honeycomb sandwich
structure . On the covers, the face sheets are a hybrid graphite /boron /epoxy laminate ;
on the internal members the face sheets are graphite /epoxy. The core of each sandwich
is aluminum honeycomb throughou t. This outer wing panel was produced in only limited
quantities as par t of a manufacturing development program. In fact , only eight articles
have been installed on aircraft in service . However, this component is mentioned here
because it received a qualification which was similar in several ways to a qualification
program required for a full production run. A static strength test was performed at
room temperature . Damage tolerance was based o’i the slow damage growth concept and
durability was demonstrated by a simulated environment fatigue test described more fully
below. This is largely a bonded structure, although some fas teners are employed . The
acceptance of individual ar ticles was based on a proof loading test of every article .
Additional structural evaluations are planned . A unique feature is provision of coupons
of th. same laminate carried on the aircraft in service. These coupons will be weighed
periodically to measure moisture absorption . These eight articles will be examined in
the field by engineering non-destructive testing specialists . Finally, there are plans
to per f orm structural tests of articles returned from servic e.
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De tails of the qualification testing and results are as follows . A static test
ar ticle was tested at room temperature, with no effort to control humidity. The failure
load was 1.88 tines l imit load . But when conditions for the fatigue test were being
discussed in 1975, the effects of moisture had become known , so the fatigue test was
modified to include moisture and simultaneous moisture/eleva ted temperature exposure.
First, the entire article was exposed to moisture for 30 days at 66 C and 95 percent
rela tive humidity ; then it was subjected to cyclic loading at room temperature for 1470
hours. Following tha t it received 30 hours of cyclic loading at 56 C. Those 30 hours
represent the total elevated temperature exposure time the pane l would have experienced
durin g the same 1470 hours of flight time . There was no failure of the composite parts
during the fatigue test. The same article, thereupon , was subjec ted to a residual
strength test at 56 C. That test resulted in failure at 1.97 times limit load .

B. Small Vertical Stabilizer and Small Horizontal Stabilizer.

The structural arrangement for a small vertical fin is represented in Figure 3. It
consists of conventional aluminum ribs and spars as the substructure and graphite/epoxy
laminates for the covers . The covers are bolted to the substructure. On the same air-
craf t. Figure 4 shows the different construction of the horizontal stabilizer. The
covers are also graphite/epoxy laminates, but the substruc ture is full depth aluminum
honeycomb core, plus a ti tan ium spar/spindle. The front and rear edges are closed Out
with light weight spars. In the area at the root of the titanium spar , bolts are
employed to reinforce the bonded joints between the composite covers and the titanium.

The major tests in this program are not yet complete , but the procedures have been
selec ted . Full scale static and durability qualification tests will be conducted . The
dec ision was made to conduct the full scale durability test without simulating moisture,
temperature and relative loading conditions . However , a large program of subcomponen t
tests i~ being conducted including the effects of moisture and temperature . These tests
will cor?rise a portion of the qualification. Damage tolerance for both components is
based on the slow damage g rowth concept . Acceptance of individual production articles
is based on nondestructive inspection for the bolted vertical f in. For the development
aircraft  currently being fabricated, acceptance of the primaril y bonded horizontal
stabilizer is based on a proof load test of every article. Additional structural data
are an ticipated from a research program discussed later which will subject one of the
horizontal stabilizers to a durability test which includes moisture, temperature , and
real-time loading .

C. Large Hor izontal Stabilizer

Subcomponents of this unique composite component are shown in Figure 5. This is the
f i rst  large component with a composite rather than metallic substructure . The internal
members are graphite/epoxy laminates. The lightly loaded spars are configured as beams
with curved webs resembling a sine wave in cross section; in addition to utilizing the
stab i l i z i n g  in f l uence of curva ture to a shell , the sine wave spar can be attached to
adjacent structure by a single row of bolts through the centerline of the cap. More
heavily loaded spars resemble I beans built up from two channel members. The covers
themselves are primarily graphite/epoxy; boron fibers are incorporated in some areas to
provide additional strength and stiffness . The whole structure is bolted together.

The program of qualifica tion tests has been completed as follows . The static test
ar ticle was loaded at both room temperature and elevated temperature but there was no
attempt to condition the full scale test structure for moisture absorption . The full
scale fa tigue test was conducted at room temperature , like the previous example .
However , these tests were supplemented by a very large group of subcanponent tests
involving both areas of the face sheets and the internal structural members. These were
static and fatigue tests , at room temperature and elevated temperature with previous
moisture absorption by exposure to high humidity , and the test included simulated
in-service env ironmental temperature-humidity cycles. Damage tolerance is based on the
slow damage growth concept, and in this program there were additional subcomponent tests
of structure with flaws and a simulated environment to prove the capability for damage
to lerance . Individual article acceptance is based on non-destructive inspection .

Damage tolerance requirements were satisfied , for this component, by a group of
tests of flawed subcomponents. The basic requirement is that the component perform
safely for a specified length of time even if the part contains a flaw. The design
concept was to limi t growth of the flaw rather than the alternative of providing
independen t separate load paths . For the purpose of demonstrating satisfactiort of the
requireme nts, the flawed areas were considered to be non—inapectable. Damage tolerance
analysis is not yet developed; the demonstration was completely by test. The test
me thods include static tests, cyclic loading tests , and residual strength tests . The
tests included the effects of absorbed moisture and sequenced temperature and load .
The flaws selected for test were at least twice as large as the smallest consistently
detectable by non-destructive inspection. Types of flaws included several which had
been previously seen in fabricated articles and a few other hypothetical but potentially
severe conditions as follows :

- -.
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Voids 1.2 x 1.2 cm
Spread Tows 0.8 x 2 cm
Surface Scratc hes 2 plies deep
Stringlike voids 0.1 x 12 om in the f l ange radiu s of ribs and spars
Excessively thick bond lines
Broken fibers at the back side of a drilled hole
Repair patches

The specimens are shown in Figure 6. They included large tension components with a
section of skin and substructure; composite-to—metal bolted joints: bending of the
flanges of a beam , and simple beam loading of sine wave spars to test the shear
capabilities of the web. Figure 7 shows the rather elaborate environmental spectrum
which was employed in the fatigue test. First , all specimens were exposed to 77 C at
95 percent relative humidity until moisture content reached 1 to 1.5 percent. The
cycle shown represented the time at temperature expected in 100 flights, and each
cycle was completed in the laboratory in 24 hours.

The damage tolerance tests were succe3sful. All specimens completed the environ-
mental fatigue tests without failure and without apparent growth of flaws . A residual
strength of 1.0 times limit load after fatigue testing was required. No specimen
failed a t less than 1.5 times limit load in the residual strength test which was
conducted at elevated temperature . It was therefore concluded that the composite
structure tested is tolerant of the types of fabrication defects simulated , when
subjected to the usage spectra employed in the tests. The flaws employed are detectable
by non-des tructive evaluation techniques; acceptance of individua l flight articles may
therefore be based on non—destructive inspection . However , the response of the
structure to other flaws or to other environmental and load spectra can be determined
only by additional testing.

VI FUTURE QUALIFICATIONS: TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

The qualification of USAF composites in the future will be based on information
being developed in a “Roadmap for research for advanced composites.” These necessary
research tasks were selected as a result of a formal assessment of currently available
methodology for structural qualification and subsequent force management. Table 1 and
Table 2 summarize that assessment, comparing the status of the methodology for metals
and composites. Analysis for static strength is satisfactory for both metals and
composites and the full scale static test is well established for both. For metals ,
damage tolerance analysis is addressed by fracture mechanics procedures. Bu t there is
no calculation method for composites analogous to fracture mechanics. Damage tolerance
tests for metals are routinely performed by introducing cracks at critical locations ,
while characterization of flaw configuration and definition of critical test conditions
for composites are qui te limited. Except for corrosion and weakening of adhesive bonds
to metals, the conservatively designed advanced composite parts in actual service
experience have not exhibited significant degradation of structural function. As
design procedures change with composites , degradation modes observed in the laboratory
could conceivably occur in service , and this is a concern. Analysis for durability of
composites is simply not available . Such analyses for metals are routine either by
conven tional fatigue cumulative damage theories, or by assumption of propagation of a
very small, undetectable crack existing from the time of fabrication . Finally, the
durability test for metallic component is the accelerated loading fatigu e test. Its
validity has been established . For composites, the influence of environment may be
strong, and the synergistic interaction of environment and real time loading history
may be equally strong. An accelerated full scale durability test with appropriately
simulated environmental conditions has not been evolved nor validated .

Force Management was named earlier in this paper as a major task in the Aircraft
Structural Integrity Program . The Force consists of the group of operationa l aircraft
of a specific design . The aspects of Force Management of concern here , and listed in
Table 2, are Repair Procedures , Inspection Methods, Inspection Accept/Reject Criteria ,
and Individual Aircraft Tracking . Repairs for metallic components are well understood ,
including the many plausible appearing methods which have been discovered , by hard
experience, to be unacceptable . But in composites only a limited range of repair
configurations have been developed, and even these have not been proved over the years
as the repairs to metals have . Non-destructive field inspection capabilities are
limited for both metals and composites . This is no surprise; it really is difficult
to conduct a sophisticated inspection under field conditions . But in metals we are
reasonably certain whether a crack of a specific size should be rejected after it is
found . In composites, when a delamination or other flaw is discovered , its structural
effect and hence the criterion for rejection is often not known .

The most important line in Table 2 is Individual Aircraft Tracking , that is, main—
tam ing a continuous record of th. life expended and the useful life remaining for
every aircraft in the force. This function is crucial because there are wide variations
in usage . For example the USA? employs a large force of one airplane designed as a
trainer . Most of the aircraft are indeed used as trainers, but several have been
adopted for service as fighter tactics trainers, experiencing far more severe usage.
Without th . predictive capabilities of fracture mechanics, the safety of these severely
used aircraft would be difficult to establish. Th. tracking task includes selection
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of parameters which, measured during the service li fe of an airplane , characterize its
structural history . For metals , the loads, and sometimes the load sequence, are
suffic ient. For composites , loads are also needed , but so are temperature and humidity,
and possibly their seq uences. However, even if these parameters were recorded, tracking
of composi tes would not be practical because the method to calculate expected life is
not yet known .

After the formal assessment identified the missing capabilities in methodology for
qualifica tion and force management of composites , research programs were conceived to
develop those capabilities. The result was the Structural Integrity Roadmap for
Composite Structures , which is a list of research programs with schedules. An outline
is given in the Appe ndix. After completion of the Roadmap research , it is expected
tha t validated test procedures and analysis will be available for economical qualifica-
tion and force management of composite components. A major program in the Roadxnap is
the durability test of one or more full scale components employ ing loads , moisture, and
temperature applied in real—flight—time . Such a test will take years to accomplish,
but it will serve as a reference against which other , simpler tests can be measured .
It is intended that articles identical to those receiving the long real-flight-time
test will be subjected to accelerated tests . The goal is a validated, economical ,
accelera ted durability test procedure . The body of research in the Structural Integrity
Roadmap will provide other benefits in addition to new methods for qualification .
Inheren t in the process is an evaluation of past and present qualification methods.
Equally important is development of the procedures for force management of the
components already in service . As the research elicits more information about
durability mechanisms in composi tes, future use of composites will be encouraged by
removing apprehension about long term durability . A final bonus is a fallout of data
for improved desig ns , component development strategies , and verification procedures .

VII. CONCLUSION

For composites in service now, confidence is derived primarily from the knowledge
of their conservative design. Additiona l oonfidence is being gained from in-service
inspections and further structural tests . Components currently approaching service
have benefited from recent data and have been qualified by programs which include , in
various forms, the e f fects of moisture, temperature and load history on structural
safe ty and durability. In particular , safety is achieved by the slow damage growth
concep t for damage tolerance ; individual article acceptance at present is based on
proof test or non-destructive testing . Finally, for composites in the future, a
Roadmap for research in structural integrity has been established and the initial
programs are underway. The principa l goals of this research are validated accelerated
test procedures to reduce qualification costs and life prediction analysis for individ-
ual aircraf t tracking and force management.
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Figure 1. Composites in Service: Fighter Empennage
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GRAPHITE/EPOXY SUBSTRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
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Figure 5. Composites Approaching Service: Large Horizontal Stabilizer
(Substructure Shown)
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Figure 7. Environmental Test Spectrum

TABLE 1: Assessment of Capability for Qualification of Metallic and Composite
Aircraf t Structure

Metals Composites
Static Strength Analysis YES YES
Static Strength Test YES YES
Damage Tolerance Analysis YES NO
Damage Tolerance Test YES LIMITED
Durability Analysis YES NO
Durability Test YES NO

TABLE 2: Assessment of Capability for Management of a Force of Operational Aircraft
Having Metallic and Composite Primary Structure

Metals Composites
Repair Procedures YES LIMITED
Nondestructiv , inspection:

Equipment and methods: LIMITED LIMITED
-~ - I Accept/Reject criteria: YES NO

- 
- .~~~ Individual Aircraft Tracking YES HOC

•B.cause analysis method is not available
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APPENDIX

Programs Scheduled in the
Structura l Integrity Roadmap

Design Information: Definition of Loads
and Env ironment

Data Collection for Moisture Absorption
Moisture Absorption Theory

Design Information: Spectrum Development

Environmental Sensitivity
Hardware Programs
Spectrum Load/Environment Interactions
Probabilistic Characterization
Fatigue Spectrum Sensitivity
Fatigue Spectrum Sensitivity for Large

Aircraf t
Design Spectrum Development p

Design Analysis: Static Strength

Moisture Effects
Durability of Resin Matrix Composites
Stress Concentrations with Biaxial Stresses
Stat istical Failure Analysis
Post First Ply Failure
Failure Mode Correlation
Effect of Thickness and Width Discontinuities
Fracture Mechanics of Adhesively Bonded Joints
Improved Durability of Adhesive Joints
Tests Methods for Character ization of Joints
Improved Fat igue Behavior of Adhesive Joints
Mechanical Joint Failure Cri teria
E f f e c t of Manufactur ing and Design Tolerances

in Joints
Development of Special Fasteners
Structural Cr iteria
Effects of Surface Notches
Advanced Composites Serviceability Program
Buckling Sensitivity of Optimized Structures
Buck ling Tests of Stiffened Panels
Ana lysis Methods for Unequal Properties
Impro ved Methods for Automated Sizing
Sizing for Strongly Mixed Strength and Stiffness
Heat Transfer and Thermal Stress Analysis
Aircraft Structural Optimization Program
Large Deflection Analysis
St iffened Panel Design Optimization
Force Method Advanced Optimization

Design Analysis: Damage Tolerance: Slow Damage Growth

Time Dependent Environmental Behavior
Long Term Loading on Adhesive Joints
Susta ined Load Temp erature-Moisture Effects
Eff ects of Compressive Fatigue Loading
Biaxial Fatig ue
Defect/Property Relationship
Life Assurance Testing
Spectrum Load-Environment Interaction
Effect of Design Variables on Life of Mechanical Joints
Service/Maintainability
Cumulative Damage Modeling
Advanced Methods for Prediction of Strength Degradation Rates

Design Analysis: Damage Tolerance: Failsafe

Battle Damage Tolerance
Structural Concept Evaluation
Crack Arres tment Concepts
Effect of tJnrepaired Damage on Service Life

_______________ _______ ______________________ 
_______— - -
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Des ign Analysis: Durability

Component Evaluation
Fighter Rmpennage
Service Evaluation: Outer Wing Panel
Field Inspection
Procedures for Field Inspection
Protection Systems
Sonic Fatigue Design Charts
Dynamic Scaling
Time Compression
Long Term Acoustic Durability Tests In Service
Advanced Composites Design Guide and Repair Handbook

Full Scale Testing

Real Time Small Horizontal
Accelerated Small Horizontal
Production Small Vertical Stabilizer
Production Small Horizontal Stabilizer
Large Vertical Dry Durability Test
Large Horizontal Dry Durability Test

Individual Article Acceptance

Nondestructive Inspection for Holes and Edges
NDI Methods Improvement
Correlation of NDI with Defect Tolerance Tests
Proof Test Concept
Large Vertical Stabilizer Proof Test
Certification Procedures by Proof Test
Evaluation of Chemical Composition of Epoxy Resins
Quality Assurance of Chemical Composition
Monitoring of Cure
Improved Cure Process and Control
Composite Material Properties
Epoxy Resin Control for Environmental Resistance

Force Management

Composite Repair
Large Area Repair
Fac ility Requirements for Repair
Individual Airplane Tracking

-- —~~~~~~~~-- - - -—--
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